details currently hidden in the notes by integrating them into the main
text, and copy-editing should have caught typos. I hope that Brendan
Edwards will expand further on this topic at a subsequent stage in his
scholarly career. e history of libraries and reading is an important and
neglected component of cultural history, and Edwards possesses a good
knack for penetrating government records to retrieve colourful characters
and engaging human stories.
Carole Gerson
Simon Fraser University
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A fascinating and rich group of literary narratives are brought together
in Muslim Narratives and the Discourse of English. Some of the authors
whose works are treated here are well known, including those by Bookerprize nominees Abdelrazak Gurnah and Ahdaf Soueif and a former winner of this same prize, the now-famous Salman Rushdie. Works by these
authors together with those of Fatima Mernissi, Nuruddin Farah, and M.G.
Vassanji as well as several less well-known authors like Che Husna Azhari,
Adib Khan. and Ahmed Ali are also included. is short study proposes
that these literary works should be read together as “Muslim narratives”
and offers interpretations of them as such.
e book is divided into eight chapters, most of which focus on reading
works by one author, although several chapters read two or more texts
together under a theme such as exilic contexts or women’s autobiographies. A full three chapters focus specifically on women’s writing. Malak
is at his best in the most compelling chapter, “Crisis Reading/ Reading
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Crisis: e Polemics of Salman Rushdie’s Satanic Verses.” In this thoughtful
exposition on the “Rushdie affair,” Malak demonstrates a sensitivity to the
nuances of the terms of the debate over this controversial book.
e author defines Muslim Narratives as a noble quest from the beginning, stating that he was motivated to write it by an, “aching search for the
voices that articulate the poverty of the disadvantaged and marginalized”
(). After connecting the status of Muslim authors in English to this subject
position, he then goes on to claim that this work is so important because
these authors, “project the culture and civilization of Islam from within”
(). is is one of the first indications of the major problem of the study.
A fixed and reified definition of Islam and Muslims underpins Muslim
Narratives. As this example shows, the book asserts that there is such a
clearly defined thing as “Islam” that one is either “inside” or “outside” of.
Moreover, although Malak is well aware that the community of Muslims
is broad and diverse—encompassing most of the globe and a range of
cultures, languages, traditions, and beliefs—this multiplicity is collapsed
rather than enhanced by studying these texts and authors through the
lens of Islam in this way. us, though the work neither claims that all
Muslims in all places at all times are the same, nor that Muslim narratives
are predetermined by the birth or bloodline of the author, the study is
delimited by equally faulty notions of identity.
Such rigid categories trap Muslim Narratives into making exaggerated statements that undermine what the book tries to accomplish. On
more than one occasion, for example, Muslims are claimed to have unified beliefs. For example, what definition of “Muslim” allows Malak to
state confidently, “It is a well-known fact that all Muslims consider the
Qur’an the primordial source for spiritual, social and legal reference”?!
(). All Muslims? Does this include Muslims by culture but not religion?
How is this “source” defined, treated, and understood differently by different Muslims? What of those who may doubt aspects of their faith? In
another example, Malak states that there is a symbolism which a mosque
“usually evokes” for a Muslim (). Certainly there may be some common
understanding among Muslims of what mosques are and represent, but
how can a literary critic assume that the symbol of the mosque should
evoke the same thing in more than a billion Muslims? Alhough clearly
Malak meant to do quite the opposite with this book—and he succeeds
to some extent through the brilliantly diverse array of textual examples he
includes in the study—he nevertheless in the end reinforces the well-worn
Orientalist cliché that it is only through Islam as a religion and civilization
that we can understand Muslim people and cultures. e privileging of
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Islam over all other categories of analysis, whether this is to denigrate or
praise Muslims and Muslim societies, is one which has proven time and
again to be of little use, particularly when it flattens the complexities and
diversities of the lived realities of Muslims and also marginalizes other
useful categories of analysis.
But Muslim Narratives is not alone. Studies defined by authors’ identities always face the charge of essentialization. Categories like women’s
literature, Black literature, English literature all beg the question: How can
we define “women,” “Black,” or “English”? is is not merely a problem of
semantics but a major conceptual and theoretical problem. Why are these
useful categories of analysis? How do they help us better to understand
and interpret literary texts? Although I was initially skeptical of how useful “Muslim” could be as a category of analysis in understanding literary
works written in any language, here English, I was willing to let myself be
convinced to the contrary—partly because of the particularly marginalized status of Muslim authors within the English-speaking world. is
short monograph disappoints, however, because it does not provide a
convincing framework for analysis as to why these works should be read
and categorized as “Muslim” or how this grouping can better help us to
understand these literary texts.
is problem of essentialized and reified notions of Muslims and Islam
is endemic to the book, partly because of its insistence on defining its
corpus by the identity of the authors rather than how certain texts might
engage with concepts, issues, themes, and/or ideas related to Islam. Again,
Malak is not alone here; many studies categorize works by the identities
of authors. e usefulness of these categories must somehow be proven
to be both coherent and useful to the study, and in this case they are not.
To begin with, Muslim Narratives defines its corpus by three criteria: the
language of the narratives (English), that the author “experienced Islam
firsthand for an extended, formative period,” and that the author has been
influenced by Islam “to such a degree that it has represented a significant
inspirational force for them” (). Herein, a number of even more problematic questions arise. Who is defining these very subjective categories? Does
Malak himself claim to know how the authors view Islam and its influence on them? Does he interview them, or rely on published interviews
or biographical writing? More difficult still is the definition of terms such
as “formative period,” “influence,” “inspirational force,” or even “firsthand.”
Does the child of secular parents of a Muslim background growing up
in Cairo experience Islam “firsthand”? What about a child of the same
background growing up in London? Lahore? Lagos? Lima?
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e language question of course is central here. Within the logic of
this book, “Muslims” are opposed to “English,” as in the section where
Malak claims that Muslim women authors express ideas that are “their
own” in a language and form that is not (). To propose that somehow
the English language is “not their own” raises a question not only about
the ownership of language—what does it mean for a language to be “one’s
own”—but also who is able to stake a claim to this ownership. It seems to
me somewhat farfetched to assume that Ahdaf Soueif, a celebrated author
whose first novel is often compared to Middlemarch, does not/could not
consider English “her own.” A misreading of Soueif ’s short stories underlines this point. Malak argues that the character “Mandy” is a metonym
for the “mundane non-Arabic reader” of Soueif’s texts (). While Mandy
may very well represent the United States, or people ignorant of Arabs
and Arabic more generally, nowhere does Soueif suggest that her readers
or characters—Arabs or non-Arabs—are mundane! Her portrayals of a
range of characters from many different linguistic, cultural, religious, and
other backgrounds infuse her texts with explorations of complex worlds
and world views. She never talks down to her “non-Arabic” readership or
assumes them to be “mundane.”
A number of the problems with Muslim Narratives no doubt can be
attributed to the fact that it is cast for a relatively general and non-academic audience; one imagines that Malak had an introductory undergraduate lecture course in mind as his readership. To my mind though,
this is not an excuse for the simplistic portrayal of complex and important issues. If we believe that representations of Muslims and Islam in
the English language should be deepened and nuanced—and there is no
doubt that Malak’s book shares this goal—then it is incumbent upon us
to challenge the images and stereotypes not with reversals of stereotypes
but by changing the terms of the discourse. It is not merely showing how
Islam is important in the lives of Muslims or that Muslim women can have
voices of their own, but rather by questioning the underlying principles
upon which these ideas are accepted or rejected that we will achieve this
goal. In order to highlight the richness and complexities of works written
by Muslim authors, and especially those that explore and investigate issues,
themes, and questions related to Islam, we must take these questions more
seriously and engage them in more complex ways.
Michelle Hartman
Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University
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